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Unit 2, Class 4 & 5

The Century of Genius

Making the World New

Purpose: Does this time period deserve 
the title “century of Genius”?

Part One: Research
Section A: Notes:
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Section B: Organization of Research
Complete the following questions in your group.  Each student must complete this handout.
1. What word best describes the developments in the topic area you were assigned?

2. What was the main development in the topic area you were assigned? Do not list people.  Answer in a com-
plete sentence.

3.  List the significant people/concepts in this area.  How did this person/concept contribute to the advance-
ment of this topic are as answered in question #2?

4. Review your answers above.  In ONE sentence, summarize the developments in this topic area.
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Section C: Planning the Lesson
Complete the following questions in your group.  After discussion, transfer the answer to the form on page 148.

1. ORGANIZING WORD:
What is the organizing “word” of your presentation? (Transfer to next page in appropriate box)

2. MAIN IDEA
What “main idea” must all students walk away knowing about your topic area? (Transfer to next page....)

Will your presentation be based on people or concepts?  If it is based on people, please list the people students 
should be familiar with and ONE idea or fact for each of those people.  If it is concepts, please list the concepts 
with appropriate explanations/definitions.

3. 21ST CENTURY COMPETENCIES
Choose the 21st Century Competencies you will utilize in your presentation.

4. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
Choose at least three “instructional strategies” to use during your presentation.  Check appropriate boxes on 
next page.

5. CLASS ORGANIZATION
Organize your “class” presentation on the next page.  In what way will you present your information?  Remem-
ber, this is not a listing of content from research but a listing of the process of conveying the information.  For 
instance, if you will begin with a picture, state the purpose of using that picture (e.g., students will be able to 
describe the difference between absolutism and constitutionalism).  If you are going to present a skit, what ideas 
will students know at the conclusion of the skit.  You are permitted to use a 10 minute video clip. What should 
students understand after the viewing of the clip? If the class reads an excerpt of a primary source, what are the 
main ideas students should know at the conclusion of the reading.  If during your presentation you ask students 
to work in small groups, what are the outcomes each group should produce?

6. MATERIAL RESOURCES:
What material resources will be needed for this class?  Check appropriate boxes.
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Audio: Music
Handout
Homework

Map: Handouts
Power Point
Reader

SmartBoard
Textbook
Video: Digital

Visual: Pictures
Visual: Poster
 ____________

Classwork
Discussion
Group Work
Homework Check
PowerPoint
Presentation: Individual
Presentation: Group
Research
SmartBoard Program
Technology
Test
Visual Activity
Writing: Inclass
Other: ______________

Instructional Strategies

Material Resources

Classwork Check
Homework Check
Presentation: Oral
Presentation: Visual
Project Assessment
Questioning
Teacher observation
Writing: Journal
Other: ____________

Assessment Strategies

Essential Question
Student Presentation

Class

Unit 2: The Age of State Building: 1600-1715
Topic

IIUnit
Class #

I&P Problem Solver
Effective Communicator
Collaborative Team Member
Self- Directed Learner
Globally Aware/Responsible
Information Literate Researcher

21st Century Competencies

#1 Organizing Word

#2 Main Idea

#5 Class Organization

#6 Material Resources

#3 21st Cent Competencies

#4 Instructional Strategies
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Section D: The Rubric
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